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Reflecting on ... Gradlng Purposes

b:;R.~.fle.ct. on why. educators grade students and thelr achlevement. List as many
:ii.:Cpurposes,
as you can. When you have flnlshed your list, number ea eh purpose In your
11 .. : .
¡:; :order of priority (1 for hlghest priorlty).
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Through such reflectiou and discussion with colleagues, you will almost certainly recognize that clarity about purpose ís critica! to everything we do.
Purpose is like a compass-it provides direction. If there is ever any doubt about
what we should do, if we are thinking logically, we focus on our agreed-upon
purpose, and what we should do usually becomes clear. Your reflection and discussion will lead you to find that there are many purposes for grading. To
understand this fully, it is helpful to consider classifications from two sources.
According to Gronlund and Linn in their classic text, Measurement and
Evaluation In Teachlng (1990), there are four general uses for grading:
l. Instructional uses-To clarify learning goals, indica te students' strengths
and weaknesses, inform about students' personal-social development, and contribute to student motivation

2. Communicative uses-To inform parents/guardians about the learning
program of the school and how well their children are achieving the intended
learning goals
3. Administrative uses-To include "determining promotion and graduation, awarding honors, determining athletic eligibility, and reporting to other
schools and prospective employers" (Gronlund & Linn, p. 42 9)
4. Guidance uses-To help students make their educational and vocational
plans realistically
A second source. Guskey (1996), summarizes the purposes of grading as
follows:

• Communicate the achievemerit status of students to parents and others.
• Provide information that students can use for self-evaluation.
o Select, identify, or group students for certain educational paths or programs.
o Provide incentives to learn.
o Evaluate the effectiveness of instructional programs (p. 17).
Both of these classifications were developed relative to the broader, double
meaning of grading. However. when the narrower, single meaning of grading
employed in this book is used, all of the purposes still apply, although some
uses apply more to marks than to grades, for example, self-assessment. Also
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note that the use of grades, especially traditional grades, for accountability
purposes is of limited value.
It is clear from these two classifications that grades have served many different purposes. Therein lies the basic problem with grades-lo serve so many purposes, one letter or number symbol must carry many types of information
(achievement, effort, behavior, etc.) in the grade. Putttng
············-·····~-······,·····
•
• together such a variety of information makes it very dtf: ·Communlcatlon ls also the purpose that : ficult to clearly understand what grades mean. To
: best fits with what grades are-symbols :
achieve this clarity, a definitive prioritizatlon of the pur: thai summarize achievement over a
:
pose of grades, such as "The primary purpose for grading
: perlod of time.
:
•
• ... should be to communicate with students and parents
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
about thetr achievement of learning goals" (Brookhart,
2004, p. 5), is needed. Brookhart also provides the importan! caution that we
must recognize that "grades are only one way to communicate student achievement and should be used with other feedback methods" (p. 5).
The premise on which this book is based is that communicating student
achievement is the primary purpose of grades. If clear communication about
student achievement does not occur, then none of the other purposes of grades
can be effectively carried out. Communication is also the purpose that best fits
with what grades are-symbols that summarize achievement over a period of
time. Communication is most effective when it is clear and concise; grades are
certainly concise, and they can be clear communication vehicles if there is
shared understanding of how they are determined and, thus, what they mean.
Instructional and guidance uses not only need to be based on grades with clear
meaning, but also are best served by much more information than symbols provide. The administrative uses of grades are really a form of comrnunication and
are best served when cornrnunication is clear. The other purposes of grades are
also best served when cornrnunication ls the focus. Clarity about student
achievernent enables all the participants in the educational endeavor to do
what is needed to support learning and encourage success.
Acknowledging that the prirnary purpose of grades is communication helps to
point teachers in sorne very clear directions concerning the ingredients of grades
and the use of grades at di!Ierent levels within the school systern. It is essential that
there be a shared understanding, at least at the schoollevel but preferably at the
district leve!, about this prirnary purpose. It ls critica!, therefore, that teachers have
opportunities for professional dialogue about purpose so this shared understanding
can be developed. Emphasizing communication about achievernent means that
clarity ts also needed about what achievernent is (see Chapter 3). This emphasis is
reflected in the analysis of grading and the grading guidelines presented io this book.

WHAT ARE THE UNDERLYING
PERSPECTIVES ON GRADING?
The following sections explore seven perspectlves, which were developed from a
variety of assessrnent specialists, lncluding Stlggins, McTighe, and Guskey. They
provide both a clear indication of the philosophy that underlies the approach to
grading advocated in this book anda vehicle for addressing sorne of the myths
about grades and criticisrns of grading,
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Reflecting on ••• the Seven Perspectives
1. Gradlng ls not essentlal for learning.
2. Grading ls complicated.
3. Grading is subjective and emotional.
4. Grading is lnescapable.
5. Grading has a llmlted research base.
6. Gradlng has an emerging consensus about best practice.

7. ·Grading that is fauity damages students-and teachers.

Without reading any further, what is ¡¡our reaction to these seven perspectives? With what perspectlves do you agree? Disagree? Which ones are you not
sure about? Keep a record of your initial reaction as you read the rest of this
section,

Perspective One: Grading
Is Not Essential for Learning
Although many teachers appear from their actions to believe otherwise,
"teachers do not need grades or reporting forms to teach well, and students
can and do learn well without them" (Guskey, 1996, p. 16). Proof of this
can be found in cocurricular activities, such as teams and clubs, and in
interest courses, such as noncredit night school classes. In each of these situations, excellent teaching and superb learning take place-wlthout
grades. The problem in the school system is that, as soon as grades are lntroduced, teachers, parents, and students emphasize grades rather than learning. Teachers usually say this happens because grades motivate. Kohn
(1993b) believes very strongly that grades should be abolished beca use they
serve as extrinsic motivators and destroy positive, intrinsic motivation.
Kagan (1994), however, suggests that "if a student is performing a behavior
and enjoys it and happens to receive pralse or recognition, the recognltion
will not necessarily erode intrinsic motivation" (p. 16.8). Brookhart (1994)
offers another view, saying,
Cognitive evaluation theory suggests that if students get feedback that
helps them make progress, then motivation and control should
increase .. , , Students will behave because their efforts will cause
learning, and because enhancing perceived competence is motivating
in and of itself. Students will perceive grades and other assessments
which teachers use to provide informational feedback as more soundly
based and reliable than grades and other assessments used to provide
controlling feedback. (p. 2 9 6)
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The issue of motivation and learning is of vital ímportance in this analysis
of grading. It is importan! to acknowledge severa! facts:
• Teachers need to learn more about motivation so that they can use
knowledge, rather than perception, to guide their practices.
• Students-and parents-have been taught to overvalue grades.
Although it will not be easy, if teachers assess and grade better, both
may learn to value grades more appropríately.
• Good grades may motivate. but poor grades have no motivational
value. In fact, the only grades that motivate are those that are hígher
than a student expects or usually receives.
• Educators must emphasize that learners are responsible for learning.
It is then clear that the learner must be motivated by the íntrinsic
interest and the worth of what is beíng learned, not by the carrotand-stick approach that emphasizes gold stars and A:s. Kohn (199 3b)
suggests that what matters is the three C's of motivation: content
(things worth lmowing), choice (autonomy in the classroom), and
collaboration (learning together).
Further. Stiggins (1999) points out that
students succeed academically only if they want to succeed and feel
capable of doing so. If they lack either desire or confidence, they will not
be successful. Therefore, the essential question is a dual one: how do we
help our students want to learn and feel capable of learning (p. 192 )?
Students' responsibility for their own learning can be achieved most effectively by consciously involving students in the assessment process. Students
should be involved in designing or selecting assessment strategies, developing
criteria, keeping records of their achievement, and communicatlng about their
learning (Stlggins, 2001b).

Perspective Two: Grading ls Complicated
Much grading is done in a mechanistic way, using formulas and/or computer grading software to produce the final grade merely as the result of arithmetlc calculations. Teachers and students, therefore, come to believe that
grading is simple; in fact, it is extremely complicated. Grades are shorthand;
they are symbols that represen! student performance. To arrive at grades, hundreds of decisions must be made along the way; the final grade could be very
different if any of those choices is made differently. In particular, the decislons
that are made about how the numbers are "crunched," or manipulated, are
critica!. This issue is addressed in Chapters 6 and 9, with suggestions about how
to manipulate numbers in ways that support student learning better than traditional grading practices.
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Perspective Three: Grading
Is Subjective and Emotional
Rather than looking at the volume and complexity
of the decisions about calculations, this perspective

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

: "The questlon ls not whether lt is
:. subjectlve, but whether the scorlng
:: system ls defenslble and credible."
•:
-Wigglns, 2000

.•

•

..

••
•

•
focuses on decisions about what is included in grades : , , , , , , , , , , , , -, , , , • , , , , , , • , , • , :

and the why of calculations. Because grades are usually
the result of at least sorne numerical calculation, teachers often claim that
grades are objective measures of student performance.
Kohn (1993b) counters this claim: "What grades offer is spurious precision, a subjective rating masquerading as an objective assessment" (p. 201).
Grades are as much a matter of values as they are of science; all along the
assessment trail, the teacher has made value judgments about what type of
assessment to use, what to include in each assessment, how the assessment is
scored, the actual scoring of the assessment, and why the scores are to be combined in a particular way to arrive at a final grade. Most of these value judgments are professional ones; these are the professional decisions that teachers
are trained (and paid) to make. It should be acknowledged that grades are, for
the most part, subjective, not objective, judgments.
Many other educators support this view. Walvoord and Anderson (1998)
say that we should "recognize that there is no su eh thing asan absolutely objective evaluation based on an immutable standard" (p. 11). Marzano (2000)
notes that "the current system based on points and percentages is inherently
subjective" (p. 61). Davies (2000) says, "Teachers' professionallives might be
more pleasant if evaluating and reporting could be tidy and objective; but they
aren't. Evaluation is inherently subjective" (p. 68). Thus, we must acknowledge
and not apologize for the subjective nature of grading. What we must strive for
are defensible and credible decisions throughout the assessment process.
It should also be acknowledged that, although most teachers' decisions are
based on professional judgment, sorne are based on emotion. Teaching is and,
it is hoped, always will be an interpersonal activity. How we feel about the individuals and the groups being assessed sometimes affects our judgment. Again,
the point here is not that this is wrong but that all involved need to acknowledge that giving and receiving grades is nota purely objective act-it has a significan! emotional component. The subjective and emotional aspects of grades
have implications for how grading is done; grading will contribute to more
effective learning when this perspective is acknowledged rather than denied.
It is also importan! to note that "subjectivity becomes detrimental [only]
when it translates to bias" (Guskey & Bailey, 2001. p. 330). This does not mean
that fairness means treating all students the same. As Gathercoal (2004) points
out in his superb book Judicious Discipline, "consistency in education is providing the professional specialization and skills needed to help each student believe
success is possible" (p. 4 7). Gathercoal also notes that "the group must learn to
trust that decisions regarding exceptions [to the rules] will be fair for all as professional judgments are made for individuals caught up in any number of
diverse and often complex circumstances" (p. 46).
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Perspective Four: Grading ls Inescapable
Willis (1993) lists the followlng criticisms of grades:
• Grades are symbols, but what they represent is unclear.
• Grades sort students rather than help them to succeed.
o Grades give little information about student strengths and weaknesses.
o Grades are arbitrary and subjective.
• Grades undermine new teachlng practices.
• Grades demoralize students who learn more slowly.
Many educators belleve that grades should be abolished. Although this
might be desirable, especial!y for younger students, it simply is not going to happen in the foreseeable future in most educational juris: •,-• • • .•--. • •--•:•• • • '-ll,~ ~:·-~-· •-:~:·'··'! • •
dictions. In fact, almost everywhere that schools or
:/Grading practlces are lnherentiy
,: school systems have tried to remove grades from report
:)ubjective-a factthat constltutes nota : cards, they have been faced with community reaction
: so strongly negative that educators have been forced to
: ·denunciatlon of educatlon but a truth
:, tnat needs to be told."
: return to traditional grades. Olson (199 5) gives a clear
~:
,-Farr, 2000, p.14 : example of this in a blow-by-blow description of what

·=:

.
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::.,':•:~.:..~.,.- •. , ,=, •'•,,. ~-~

.-••-. ~ ~-•• -.-., ,;: happened in Cranston, Rhode Island, when a parent-

teacher committee proposed a report card without traditional grades for elementary schools. The committee prepared for the change
very thoroughly, including piloting the new report cards. However, when the
new format was adopted, the uproar in the community forced the school system to return to the former reportlng methods.
Wiggins (1996) states that
trying to get rid of familiar letter grades ... gets the matter backwards
while leading to needless political battles .... Parents have reasons to
be susplcious of educators who want to tinker with a 120-year-old system they think they understand-even if we know traditional grades
are often of questionable worth. (p. 142)
Getting it backwards means that it is inappropriate to focus on trying to eliminate grades; it is more productive to make grades better. Wiggins goes on to say
that "what critics of grading must understand [is] that the symbol is not the
problem; the lack of stable and clear points of reference in using symbols is the
problem" (p. 142). These concerns are addressed in Chapters 1 and 2.
Wiggins (1996) makes another basic point: "Grades or numbers, like all
symbols, offer efficient ways of summarizing" (p. 142). Although traditional
grades may be of questionable worth, they have a long history. It is not worth
fighting against this history; rather, it is worth fighting to make grades meaningful and more supportive of learning. That is what this book is about. Needed
·are "thoughtfully deslgned grading and reporting systems that emphasize the
formative and communicative aspects of grades [that] can maintain students'
focus on important learning goals" (Guskey & Bailey, 2001, p. 20).
Furthermore, "the harmful effects of grades can be eliminated by changes in
grading systems that provide more chances for success, more guidance, feed. back, re-instruction, and encouragement" (Haladyna, 1999, p. 12).

IN'l'RODUCTION

Perspective Five: Grading
Has a Limited Research Base
"What a mass and mess it al! was. · This is how Middleton (quoted in Guskey,
1996, p. 13) described the literature on grading practices-in 19331 Writing in
1995, Reedy said, "Since the introduction of percentage grades in public high
schools in the early 1900s, grading and grade reporting have recycled rather
than evolved" (p. 4 7). That there has been no real change over a period of
almost 100 years probably stems from the fact that relatlvely Httle pure
research has been done on grading practices. As can be seen from examining
the resources in References and Additional Resources at the back of this book,
many journal articles and reports have been written on grading, but most of
them, including this book, are summaries of previous work and the opinion(s)
of the author(s) on how grading should be done. Logical and well explained as
the articles and reports may be, they do not have the weight or authority provided by research. Teachers freely ignore the advice of authors, even those they
acknowledge as experts. Stiggins, Frisbie, and Griswold (1989) identified 19
grading practices that measurement experts agreed were desirable. When they
examined the actual practices of a group of teachers, they found that teachers
ignored the expert advice for 11 of these grading practices. Stiggins et al. suggest three reasons for this situation: recommendations may be opinion or philosophical position rather than established fact, recommendations may be
unrealistic in terms of actual classroom practice, and recommendations may
be outside the knowledge or expertise base of teachers.
Frary, Gross, and Weber carne to similar conclusions in their 19 9 2 study and
stated that "large proportions of teachers hold opinions and pursue practices
contrary to what many measurement specialists would recommend" (p. 2).

Perspective Six: Grading Has an
Emerging Consensos About Best Practice
The lack of a research base and the fact that most methods of grading have
advantages and disadvantages means that there is no absolutely right way to
grade. The prívate nature of grading and the dramatic inconsistency in
approaches within departments in high schools and colleges and between classrooms in elementary schools means that educators have majar problems to
address.
This is especially so where grades are "high stakes," that is, when grades
serve as more than communication with students and parents. Thus, when
grades are the prime or majar componen! of the decision-making process (e.g.,
for college admission), there needs to be greater consistency, at least within
a school and, preferably, across a school district. Despite a lack of "pure"
research, "our knowledge base on grading is quite extensive and offers us clear
guidelines for better practice" (Guskey & Bailey, 2001, p. 145). There are, therefore, principies that can be agreed on that could lead to consistency across
many, or even al!, educational jurisdictions. These principies have been articulated as guidelines by authors such as Cooper (2007), Guskey and Bailey
(2001), Marzano (2006), Tomllnson and McTighe (2006), Stiggins et al. (for
Educational Testing Service Portland; 2004), and Wormeli (2006). Although
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there are sorne differences among the guidelines recommended by these
authors, a consensus about best practices, previously lacking, has become evident since about the year 2000. This can be seen by reading the above sources
and in the example provided in Appendix C. It is important to note that these
are recommendations mostly by classroom assessment specialists, not just educational measurement experts. Please note the similarities-and differencesamong the recommendations of these classroom assessment experts.
As Marzano and his colleagues have pointed out in the "What Works"
books, we know what to do. Specifically, Marzano notes, "If we follow the guidance offered from 3 S years of research, we can en ter an era of unprecedented
effectiveness for the public practice of education" (p. 1). Both the consensus
noted above and the fact that we know what to do is reflected In this book, the
basic purpose of which is to provide principled and practica\ guidelines that al!
teachers can follow.

Perspective Seven: Grading That Is
Faulty Damages Students and Teachers
The flush rose on Alan's face. His hands quivered. "lt's not fair," he shouted. "/ worked
hard. 1dldn't deserve a B+. Thls wll/wreck my chances for Harvard."
Mr. Beaster stood sllent. As AJan took a breath, Beaster lnterjected, "AJan," he began,
"your grade . . ."
AJan glared. 'lt's not my grade. 1worked for an A, 1deserve an A./ need it. This ls the
/astsemester. The good colleges wi/1/ook at my grades./fyou don'tgive mean A, my
c/ass rank drops." Again Mr. Beaster trled to interrupt, but AJan kept on, nostrils flarlng,
his face now beet red. 'You're cheating me," he screeched. 'You're ruining my life. My
fatherwi/1 kili me. There's no way thisgrade is OK. /fyou liked meyou woufd give mean
A You're not fa ir."
"A/an," countered Beaster, "f'm not going to debate this grade with you.lfyou want to
discuss it when you're ca/m, 1'11 be glad to."
"Bu/l. You'/1 never change lt," Alan pouted as he rurned to leave. 'You teachers are al/
allke."
earmela stared at the f/oor. Mrs. Martinez sat beside her. earmela did not move.
"earme/a, what am 1going todo wlth youl" Mrs. Martinez asked. 'Your grades are
getting worse. You are a bright girl. You should be doing berter. You are notaD student."
earme/a sti/1 did not move. "/do ca re," she thought, "but it's not so easy./t never has
been easy. f've got more to think about than schoo/. Schoo/ doesn't help me make the
dinner or watch my brothers and sisters at night-especially when there ls no dinner.
And even ifl do study, f'm always getting a e or D. So why botherll can do e or D without studying." (Bel/anca, 1992, pp. 297-298)

These two stories illustrate sorne of the problems with traditional grading
practices. AJan had no concept of what good work was or how his grades were
calculated. He had developed the idea that school was only about grades, not
learning, and that teachers "gave" good grades to students they liked rather
than those who produced quality work. Carmela had different problems; there
were too many other things in her life for her to be able to show her ability by
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producing quality work on demand. Rather than becoming angry, as AJan did,
she developed a sense of futility-whatever she did, she would get Cs or Ds, so
there was no point in trying to improve.
Overemphasis on grades and faulty grading practices have detrimental
effects on student achievement, motivation. and self-concept, as can be seen in
these examples. Faulty grading also damages the interpersonal relationship on
which good teaching and effective learning depend. This problem occurs at
least partly beca use of teachers' dual roles as coach and judge. Unfortunately,
these roles frequently conflict, andas a result, teacher-student relationships are
damaged. Many of the problems illustrated by Alan's and Carmela's stories
may be at least alleviated and possibly even eliminated if grading practices that
support learning and student success are used.
These perspectives on grading contras! with traditional perspectives on
grading. Traditional grading is normally seen as being essential for learning ("If
I don't give them grades, they won't do the work.") andas straightforward and
scientific ("The formula says ... ; !he calculator shows ... "). If one followed the
first three perspectives to their logical conclusion, a strong case could be made
against grading; but the fourth perspective means that, as it is virtually impossible to do away with grades, it is necessary to find ways to make grades more
meaningful. Here, making grades more meaningful means to develop grading practices that support learning and encourage student success. Teachers must not
see grades as weapons of control but rather use grading as an exercise in professional judgment to enhance learning. If teachers acknowledge the seven perspectives in their dealings with parents, students, and other teachers, grades can
become a positive rather than a punitive aspect of educational practice.

Reflectlng on •.. the Perspectives
Now that you ha ve read about each of the perspectlves, what do yo u think?
• With whlch perspectives do you now agree? Disagree?
.. o Which perspectives in the llst are you now not sure about?
• How has yourthinking changed from when you first read the llst7
'o

GRADING PRACTICES AND GUIDELINES
This section actively engages readers in analyzing grading practices. It begins
with sorne factual data about grading practices. Readers then examine their
own beliefs about grading and their own grading practices. Case studies provide
opportunities to analyze grading practices and identify grading issues: the
what, how, and why of grading. Readers might keep a list of the issues that they
identify to compare with a list provided in Figure 0.19. Having identified grading issues, one looks for solutions. One solution is practica! guidelines that
teachers use in their classrooms and in their grade books. A set of eight such
guidelines is introduced in this section and examined in detail in Chapters 1
through 8.
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How ls Grading Done?
Robinson and Craver (1989, p. 26) reported the use of letter and percentage
grades at various grade levels in the United States in 1988. Figure 0.6 shows the
usage levels for the two most prevalen! grading symbol systems: letters and percentages. The information in Figure 0.6 demonstrates that letter or percentage
grades were given to 15 to 20 percent of kindergarten students, SS to 70 percent
of students in Grades 1-3, and 80 to 100 percent of students in Grades 4-12.
A more recent (1997) survey of high schools by the College Entrance
Examination Board (1998) reveals that 91 percent of schools were using A-F
letter grades or numeric grades and that 9 3 percent of schools were not considering changing the grading system in the following three years. We are,
therefore, examining an educational practice that is a significan! fact of life for
most students, parents, and teachers in North America.

Figure 0.6

Reported Use of Grading Symbols at Different Grade levels

Grade

Letter

Percentage

Kindergarten

14.8%

4.8%

Grades 1-3

55.4%

15.6%

Grades 4-6

79.2%

20.7%

Grades 7-9

81.9%

26.8%

Grades 10-12

80.2%

28.5%

• Percentages may total more than 100% became sorne dístricts may use more than one grading

symbol system ata grade level.

SOURCE: Roblnson, G. R., and Craver, J. (1989). Assessing and Gmrling S!udent Acliievement. Arllngton, VA:

Educational Research Servlce. Used with permlssion.

How Do You Grade?
"[Grading] practices are not the result of careful thought or sound evldence....
Rather, they are used because teachers experienced these practices as students
and, having ltttle training or experience with other options, continue their use"
(Guskey, 1996, p. 20). This statement may be unfair to sorne teachers, but it is
certainly true for many teachers.

Reflecting on ••• Your Gradlng Practlces
•
•
•
•

What are the principies on which your grading practices are based?
What.are your actual gradlng practices7 Do yo u )ust crunch numbers7
Whatwere orare the maln influences on your grading principies and practices?
How do ypur grading principies and practices compare with those of other
t~achers In your school?

INTRODUCTION

The best ways to evaluate grading practices (and the principies behind
them) are to analyze why we grade, the values on which our grading practices
are based, and the sets of marks and/or grades, and to identify the issues that
arise from such analyses. Following are 10 case studies that give us the opportunity to analyze grading practices and discover grading issues.

Case Study 1: The lmpact of Grades
Case Study 1 begins with reading a short article written by a Grade 11
student. She is obviously a veteran of the grading "wars" and has sorne very
interesting things to say.

AUTHOR'S NOTE: In this article, Kathleen uses the terms marks and grades interchangeably. This treatment is slightly different from the definitions on page 2 .
..

· What's ln a lVJ.ark?: Report Cards a Chance to
Ask Yourself Tough Questions

Bdmonton Journal, Friday, February 16, 200 7, p. D4
Kathleen Elhatton-Lake
The report card: a source of dread for most of us.
It seems that no mark can be too high, even if you get 100 per cent,
you still want 101 per cent. Parents, universities, teachers and students
themselves are only propagating the idea that a mark can refiect honesty,
perseverance, social skllls and, above all, an ability to Iearn.
Universities need to look ata measure of learning. That's understandable, and teachers need a way of knowing how much their students know.
But here's my question: when did school start becoming less about
Iearning and more about the mark?
Everyone knows the keeners, the people who will beg, plead and kili
for a per cent. I'm one of them.
Lately however, I've begun to wonder whether I'm golng to school to
Iearn or to get a grade?
A grade can get you scholarships, acceptance into universities and
praise from your parents. Yet aren' t you supposed to be Iearning, not
cramming information into your head the night before and forgetting it
the day after? This ls becoming a problem.
I recently received what I thought was an awful mark on an English
essay, a mark I have to say I fully deserved. After gettlng upset and worrylng about how this would change my average, I looked at the critique.
After golng over it, I discovered I learned a lot, probably more than I have
from any other essay.
I could have been mad at my teacher, but instead I'm thinking that I
am actually glad &he's teaching me. So many teachers bend to pressure
and give "easy" marks. Or students transfer out of so-called hard classes
because their marks are notas high as they would like.

(Continued)
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.

(Contlnued)
Where do you thlnk you willlearn more: a class that pushes you to
do your best and earn every mark you receive, ora class where you can
coast? Although hlgh marks obtained the easy way may briug short-term
gain, there are no long-term payoffs.
Bither you hit universlty and your mark plummets or, if the pattern
continues, you agaln choose the easy route andenter your chosen profession incompetent and a potentlal danger.
So when you pick up your report card, or when lt comes home in the
mail, take a deep breath. Open it and think about how you worked thls
term. Did you slack off or did you put in the hours studying? Do you know
your stuff or are you just really good at guessing on that scantron?
In the end, lt's what you learned that really counts, not the grade.
A mark is supposed to be a reflectlon of learnlng and if your reflection
is dlstorted, then you should probably try to fix lt. I think we can all be
. sure that a number cannot reflect everythlng learned In the hours in a
classroom.
As forme, well, I thlnk I'm going to have to spend a bit more time on
my Bngllsh essays.
SOURCB: Kathleen Elhatton-Lake was tn Grade 11 at Archbishop MacDonald High School when she wrote
this artlcle. Shc ls now (2009} a student at the Universlty of Alberta. Used wilh permlsslon.

Ref!ecting on ... Case Study 1

'''

•·· •••

.W,h~t lsyoun~ac)lon to Kathl~en's article?

'• · Whatissi:.es does lt ralse for you In relation to your school/distrlct gradlng policies?

Case Study 2: lnterJm Report Card Grade
Case Study 2 considers the impact of a zero mark on a grade and the possible impact on a student of grade reporting very early in a course/year.
The marks in Figure O. 7 were given toa student in a senior science class on
an interim report card (after four weeks of 76-mlnute classes) in a school with
a semester block schedule.
This case study dramatically illustrates the effect of assigning a zero for a
missed test. The student has six marks of 90 percent or higher, two marks in the
80s, and no mark lower than 62.5 percent, but the interim grade was lower
than al! except the lowest markl A grade like this could have a devastating effect
on students, causing them to give up. This student is achieving well, but the
grade suggests otherwise-because of a missed test.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 0.7

Scores for a Student in a Senior Science Class

Task

Mark/Total Possible

Percentage

16/20
0/68 (absent)
35/50

80

10/10
9/10
9/10
9/10
5/8
9/10

100
90
90
90
62.5
90

18/20
20/24
7/10
10/10

90
83.3
70
100

Tests (50%)
Symbols
Malter
Reactions

Daily Work (25%)
Assignment
Homework
Homework
Atom Quiz
Mofes Quiz
Homework

Lab Work (25%)
MP/BP
Superation
Reactions
Periodicity Check

o

70

Reflecting on .•• Case Study 2
• What grade would you give the student? Why?
• Thi! actual grade the student received was 68.8 percent. What is your reactlon to
· thls grade? Was this grade a falr reflection of the student's overall achievementl
• lf the zero were not included, the grade would be 81.6 percent. Would thls be a
falrer reflectlon of the student's overall achlevement?
• What gradlng lssues arise from thls case study?

Case Study 3: Chris Brown's Science Cluss
Case Study 3 considers the marks and grades of a teacher using a very traditional approach to grading. The student marks have been arranged so that,
for most students, there are sorne obvious problems with their performance
and/or the way it is graded.
The marks and grades in Figure 0.8 are for Chris Brown's science class in
Ontario. If yo u are nota science teacher, put the appropriate items for your subject in place of the lab reports, care of equipment, and so forth. Note carefully
the information that is shown below the grade book extrae! regarding the miscellaneous items, the way absence is dealt with, and the grading scale.
En ter to the right of the chart the letter grade each student would get using
the grading scale in use in your districtlschool.
In the Ontario class, there are one A, one B. four Cs, anda D---but did they go
to the right students? Marg got a D, but on her achievement alone, she probably
deserved an A. Lorna got an A but had only a 60 percent average on tests and
exams. ls she a weak student who is a teacher's pet-Qne who receives good marks
on the things she can get help on-Qr is she a very capable student who suffers
from severe test anxiety? Kay and Peter have the same grade, but Kay is getting
high 80s at the end, whereas Peter is receiving failing marks-is this fair?These are
just sorne of the considerations that arise from an analysis of this case study.
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Figure 0.8

Scores in Chris Brown's Science Oass

lab Reports

Name

Total

Tests/Exams

Total

Final
Total

Miscellaneous*

Final Grade
Your

out of 10

10 10 10

10

10

10

10

10

10

100

50 50

100 200

20 20 20 20 20

o

100 400

%

Robin 6

6

6

6

5

6

6

7

6

6

60

33

39

81

153

15 15

12

10

52

265

66

e

Kay

3

5

5

6

6

7

8

9

10

61

11

29

86

126

15 13

18 10 10

66

253

63

e

Marg 10 10

A

10

10

10

A

10

A

A

60

50

A

100

150

o o

15

15

225

56

o

8

9

8

9

10

9

10

8

9

89

24

24

49

97

20 17

17 20 20

94

280

70

B

Peter 10 10

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

5

79

45

36

32

113

20

15 10

5

60

252

63

e

loma 10 10 10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

100

32

29

59

120

20 20

20 20 20

100

320

80

A

7

9

9

8

9

10

8

84

32

30

57

119

20

40

243

61

e

2

Dennis 9

John

8

8

8

o o

10

o

7

8

5

District

letter

A- Absent- O (for lab Reports and Tests/Exams)
*Miscellaneous

1-Attendance; 2-Care of Equipment; 3-Attitude/Participation; 4-Notebook; 5-Reading Reporo (4x5 marks)
letter Grade legend (in Ontario)
A- 80%-1 00%; B- 70%-79%; e= 60%-69%; O- 50%--59%; F- 0%-49%
-

SOURCE: Adapted from Todd Rogers. University of Alberta. Used with permissíon.
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Reflecting on , , , Case Study 3
• Do the grades awarded falrly reflect the results from which they were derived for
each student?
• lf you answered yes ... For whlch students? Why?
• lf you answered no ... For whlch students? Why?
• What grading íssues aríse from this case study?

Case Study 4: Hiring a Student
Very often, secondary report cards give little more information than the
student's grade and a three- or four-word comment. Case Study 4 provides an
opportunity to analyze how grades are calculated and whether grades provide
meaningful information to potential employers, the students themselves, and
their parents.
Figure 0.9

Scenarios for Determining Grades in Auto Mechanics

AUTO MECHANICS

Student #1
71%

Student #2
52%
WEIGHTS

Scenario
A

Practica[

Theory

Grade

Student 1
Student 2

25%
0/25
25/25

75%
71/75
27/75

52%

Student 1
Student 2

50%
0/50
50/50

50%
47/50
18/50

47%
68%

Student 1
Student 2

75%
0/75
75/75

25%
24/25
9/25

24%
84%

B

e

71%

Figure 0.9 may appear to present an extreme example, but there have
been-and probably still are-many dassrooms where situations clase to this
exist. This case study illustrates the critica! connection between teacher's intent
and how grades are actually calculated.
Reflectlng on ... Case Study 4
• To which student would you give a job at the local auto repaír shop based on the
information from Scenario A?
• Study the additional information In Scenarios Band C. Which student would get
thejob now?
• What grading lssues aríse from thls case study?
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Case Study 5: Arlita's Grade?
Case Study 5 provides many numbers and, therefore, many possibilities for
how grades are calculated-number crunching againl
The teacher of this class bases grades only on unit tests but believes in mnltiple assessment opportunities, when it is feasible. Thus, on Test 2, there are
questions on Unit 1 and Unit 2: on Test 3, there are questions on Units l. 2, and
3; and on Test 4, there are questions on all four units. This gives students four
opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge and skill on Unit l. three opportunities on Unit 2, two opportunities on Unit 3, and only one opportunity on
Unit 4. This approachyields many numbers for Anita, as shown in Figure 0.10.

Figure 0.1 O Test Scores for Anita

Unit

2

Test Score (percentage)

23/25 (92)

23/33 (70)
20/30 (67)
·····················--- ..
···········

21/25 (84)

30/50 (60)

---------.. ....

30/50 (60)

3

4
Test Average

30/40 (75)

50/100 (50)

50%

····--.. .............

60%

71%

19/25 (76)
17/25 (72)

---~-

'sTr.·

Using traditional approaches, there are at least three alternatives for calculating the final grade for Anita:

Alternative A: Use the average mark on each test:
(50+ 60 + 71 + 81)/4 = 66%
Alternative B: Use the final mark on each unit; that is, the marks for each
unit on Test 4:
(92 + 84 + 76 + 72)/4 = 81%
Alternative C: Use the mark for the first test on each unit:
(50+ 60 + 67 + 72)/4 = 62%
As you can see, these three approaches result in a final grade for Anita that
ranges from 62 to 81 percent, a variation of almos! 20 percent.
One would hope that the teacher would use Alternative B. becanse this option
provides multiple opportunities and supports the teacher's intent. However, many
teachers would use Alternative A, and sorne would use Alternative C, even
though it completely negates the multlple assessment opportunities.

Reflectlng on ... Case Study S
• Whlch grade would you glve to Anita? Would you use Alternative A, B, or C or
somethlng else? Why?
• What gradlng lssues arise from thls case study?

INTRODUCTION

Case Study 6: All or Sorne
Another aspect of number crunching is presented in this case study.
Imagine you are going to go skydiving. Presumably, you want a parachute
that has a very good chance of opening properly. The skydiving company has
provided you with the assessment scores of three students fi'om a recent paracbutepacking course. These three are the only people they employ to pack parachutes,
so you have to take a parachute packed by one of them-unless you want to
jump without a parachute! Please note the competency/mastery leve! for each
assessment, as shown in Figure 0.11, and carefully consider which student yo u
want to pack your parachute.
Figure 0.11

Parachute-Packing Test Scores

1\

j

1

\

1

\

/

\

]

\

'\
\

/

\

\

/

1

\

\1

\
\

2

3

4

5

Competency/mastery level
Student 2

6

7

8

9

Student 1
Student 3

SOURCE: Orlglnally developed by Michael Burger. Adapted from A. Davics. 2000. Mnkiuy Classroom Assessment Work, Seco11d Eclition.
Courtenay, BC, Canada: ConnecUons Publishing.

Reflecting on •.• Case Study 6
• Whlch student will you choose to pack your parachute? Why?
• .lf these were scores in a typkal teacher's grade book, whlch students would pass?
Whkh students would fall?
• ls there any dlscrepancy between your answers to the above two questions? lf so,
why does thls discrepancy occur?

Case Study 7: Grading Scales
What does A mean? What does F mean? Por more than 50 years, as a student
and as a teacher in Australia and in Canada, I have known that an A has been
any grade more than 80 percent and an F has been less than 50 percent.
Anything different is very hard for me to comprehend. The familiar becomes the
norm-but is it right? Case Study 7 demonstrates that letter grades, honors, and
pass/faU mean very different things in different educational jurisdictions.

Jl
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Figure 0.12 shows grading scales used in North America at five different places.
You may use the last row toenter the grading scale used in your district/school.

Figure 0.12

Grading Sea les

So urce

A

Symbol Conversion
B

e

D

F

Ontario

80-100%

70-79%

60-69%

50-59%

<50%

Ruth Evans'

90-100%

80-89%

70-79%

60-69%

<60%

Rick Werkheiser"

93-100%

85-92%

78-84%

70-77%

<70%

Pam Painter"'

95-100%

85-94%

75-84%

65-74%

<65%

R. L. Canady"

95-100%

88-94%

81-87%

75-80%

<75%

Your District

"From the Internet. The School Howe Teac.hers' Lounge (Nebraska)
"Canady, R. L., and P. R. Hotchkin. 1989. Phi Delta Kappan September, 68-71.

SOURCE: Robert J.ynn Canady and Phyllis R. Hotchklss, "It's a Good Score: Justa Bad Grade," September 1989, pp. 68-71, PJ¡J Delia
Kappan. Reproduced wlth permission.

An A can mean anything from 80 to 9 S percent, and a failing grade can be
anywhere between 49 and 74 percent. What do these variations mean? Por
example, is a 49 percent in Ontario the same as 74 percent in the district identified by Canady and Hotchkiss (1989) as having the highest grade equivalents? There is no way of knowing this without comparing marked student
work from both jurisdictions, but the wlde variatlon makes one wonder about
the meaning of grades.

Reflectlng on ••• Case Study 7
• ·What ls your reactlon to the wide varlation In grading sea les?
• What letter grade would Anlta (Case Study 5) get if she were in each of these
school jurlsdlctlons?
• What gradlng issues arlse from this case study?

Case Study 8: Grading Plans
Case Study 8 looks at the recipes teachers use to "cook up" their grades.
This case study lets teachers examine how their recipe, or plan, compares with
those of thelr colleagues.
In most traditional grading situations (see Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1),
teachers have a recipe for the ingredients iu their grades. These usually include
sorne assessment methods and sorne student behaviors. In addition to the components of grades, such plans usually include sorne indication of the relatlve
lmportance of each component by giving it a (percentage) weight.

INTRODUCTION

There is clearly no right answer or perfect grading plan, but for those who
teach the same grade or course(s) in the same school and, ideally, in the same
school district, it would not be unreasonable to expect that there would be sorne
basic similarities or that discernible patterns would exist across their grading
plans. If no similarities exist, serlous professional discussion about how grading
is carried out is needed.

Reflecting on ••• Case Study 8
See.Figure 0.13, Gradlng lnventory, to ldentlfy the grading "recipe" yo u use. Ask colleágues,to share thelr Inventarles with you. (lf your categories do not appear on
Figure 0.13, enter your categoríes at the bottom.)
• What símílarities or dlfferences exist between your lnventory and your colleagues' inventarles?
• ,Whydo the differences existl Should the dlfferences exist?
• What gradlng lssues arlse from thls case study?

Case Study 9: Grading Practices That Inhibit Learning
Canady and Hotchklss (1989) identlfy 12 grading practices that inhibit
learning (see Figure 0.14). Although the article was written almost 20 years
ago, many of these are quite common practices that some-maybe even
most-teachers would consider acceptable and normal. The fact that Canady
and Hotchkiss labeled them as practices that inhibit Iearning requires teachers
to analyze carefully their own grading practices.
The grading practices in numbers 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 in Figure 0.14 were all
part of my practices when I was a classroom teacher. Most teachers will probably admit that they use at least one third of the practices listed at least sorne of
the time. The grading guidelines presented in this book, when fully implemented, elimina te most of these learning-inhibiting practices.

Reflecting on • , • Case Study 9
• Does Figure 0.14 reflect any practlces you used in the past?
• .What grading issues arise from this case study?

Case Study 10: Standards-Based
Grading-Wllllt Grade Would Vivian Getf
In standards-based systems, instead of grading each subject by points and percentages based on assessments, as illustrated in Case Study 3, teachers collect evidence for each standard or cluster of learning goals. In the example in Figure 0.15
(page 36), the strands in the Ianguage arts curriculum in Florida have been used.
Vivian's scores on 1 O assessments in the first grading period have been recorded
by strand using a scale where 4 means "excels," 3 means "competent," 2 means
"approaching or partially competent," and 1 means "well below competency."
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Figure 0.13

Grading lnventory

Percentages Allocated

ltems lncluded in Grades

Self

Teacher
#1

Teacher

#2

Teacher
#3

Exams
Tests
Projects
• individual
• group
Demonstrations/Oral Presentations
Wrítten Assígnments
• small wríting tasks
• writing folders or portfolios
• essays
Cla¡¡ Participab'on and Effort
• whole-dass discussions
• group discussiom
• homework

• notebook
• attendance, punctuality
Peer Assessment

Self-Asse11ment
Additíonal Categories

Copyright© 2009 by Corwin. All rlgbts rescrved. Reprintcd from How to Grade for Leaml11g, K-12 (3rd ed.), by Ken O'Connor. Thoosand Oaks, CA:

Corwin, \\rww,corwinpress.com. Reproductlon authorized only for the local school si te or nonprofit organizatlon that has purchascd this book.
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Figure 0.14

Grading Practices That lnhibit Learning

1. lnconsiltent grading scales

The same performance results in different grades, in different

schools or classes.
2. Worshipping average<

All of the m.:~th to calculate an average is used, even when "the

averageu is not consistent with what the teacher knows about the
student's learning.
3. Using zeros indlscrlminately

Giving zeros for incomplete work has a devasting effecl on
averages and often zeros are not even related to learning or
achievement but to nonacademic factors like behavior, respect,

punctuality, etc.
4. Following lhe pattern of
auign~ test~ grade, and
leach

Sludents are often told to read material and prepare for a test. The
real discullion and teaching then takes place-after the test. lt il
far more logical to teach before testing. but we continue toan
alarming extent to follow the pattern of allign, test grade, and
teach.

5. Faillng to match lesting lo
teaching

Too many teachers rely on trick questions, new formats, and
unfamiliar material. lf students are expected to perform skills and
produce information for a grade, these should be part of the
instruction.

6. Ambushing students

Pop quizzes are more likely to teach students how to cheat on a
test than to result in learning. Such tests are often control vehicles
designed to get even, not to a id understanding.

7. Suggesling that succeu is
unlikely

Students are not likely to strive for targets that they already know

8. Practicing "gotcha"
teaching

A nearly foolproof way to inhibit student learning is to keep the
outcomes and expectatiom of their clanes secret Tests become ways
of finding out how well students have read their teacher's mind.

9. Grading firsl efforts

Learning is nota "one-shot" deal. When the products of learning
are complex and sophisticated, students need a lot of teaching.
practice, and feedback before the product is evaluated.

1O. Penalizing sludents for
laking risks

are unattainab/e to them.

Taking risks is not often rewarded in school. Students need
encouragement and support, not low marks, while they try new or
more demanding work.

11. Failing lo recognize
measurement error

Very often grades are reported as objective statistics without
attention to weighting factors or the reliability of the scores. In
most cases, a composite seo re may be only a rough estímate of
student learning, and sometímes it can be very inaccurate.

12. Eslablishing inconsislenl
grading criteria

Criteria for grading in schooil and dalle! often change from day to
day, grading period to grading period, and clall to clall. This lack
of consemus makes it difficult for students to undcrstand the rules.

SOURCH: Robert I.ynn Canady and Phyllis R. Hotchktss, "lt's a Good Score: Just a Bad Grade," September 19 89. pp. 68-71. Pl1i Delta
Kappan. Reproduced with permission.
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Figure 0.15

Vivianls First-Quarter AssessmentScores

Assessment
1

Assessment
2

Assessment

.Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2

2

Assessment
10

Language
Arts
Reading
Wñting

1
1

2
3

2

2

3

4

üstening.
Speaking.

3

4

4

and
Viewing
L.anguage
Literature

1

2n

3

3
1

3

Grade

INTROUUCTION

Summarizing Vivian's first-quarter achievement with such an array of
data and such variability in the scores is obviously difficult. If her grade(s) were
determined by calculating averages, her overall average would be 2.3, while the
strand averages are reading 1.8; writlng 2.4; ltstening. speaking, and viewing
4.0; language 2.4; and literature 1.0. If we did this but reported by letter
grades, we would need a scale to convert the numbers to letters, so a decision
would have to made about what would be an appropriate scale.
An alternative to the numerical. mechanical approach above would be to
loo k for the most consistent leve! of achievement while taking particular notice
of more recent achievement. If this approach were used, her overall grade
would probably be 3, while the strand grades would be 2 for reading; 3 for writing; 4 for listening, speaking, and viewing; 3 for language; and not enough
information for literature. Hopefully these grades would be left as numbers with
a clear explanation of what each number meant, but as with the averaging
example above. if reporting by letter grades were required, a conversion chart
would be needed.

• What grade should Vivían get for language arts?
• Should Vivían get a grade for reading; writing; listening, speaking, and viewing;
language; and literature?
• lfyes, what should be the grade for each strand?
• Should Vivlan get an overall grade for language arts or just grades for each strand
or standard?

GRADING ISSUES
The case studies have identified the issues listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basis for grades: Standards (learning goals) or assessment methods?
Performance standards: What is good? How good is good enough?
Ingredients: Achievement, ability, effort, attitude, behavior?
Sources of information: Methods, purposes?
What evidence: All or more recent evidence?
Number crunching: Calculation method?
Assessment quality and record keeping
Student understanding and involvement

Although this list is general, I believe it includes all the majar grading
issues. (An expanded version of this ltst with the specific concerns that arise out
of each issue can be found at the end of this introduction in Figure 0.19.)

Reflectlng on .•. Gradlng lssues
• How does the list of grading lssues above compare wlth your list?
· • Which issues that you ldentlfied are included?
• Whlch issues that you ldentified aré not included?

J7
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Basis for Grades
Traditlonally, grades have been based on assessment methods, but in standardsbased systems, it is questionable whether this is the appropriate link. Por grades
to reflect standards directly and not just by chance, grades must be based directly
on the standards. If there are a limited number of standards (no more than
seven or eight), grades can be based on the standards themselves. In most standards documents, however, there are so many standards that they need to be
organized in sorne way to provide a manageable amount of information.
Another importan! consideration ls that the basis for grades is usually also used
as the base for reporting-traditionally a single grade for each subject. Basing
grades on standards also gives us the most appropriate base for reporting in
standards-based systems-a grade for each standard or learning goal.

Performance Standards
Por grades to have any real meaning, they must be based on clear performance standards. This requires sorne point of reference or comparlson: norm,
criterion, or self-referenced. Traditionally, grades have been norm-referenced;
that is, they were based on comparing the individual with a group. This frequently Involved the use of the bell curve or sorne modification of the curve.
With the introduction of state and local standards, grades should be based
on these standards and so become criterion-referenced. Even where there are
no published standards, teachers use a criterion-referenced approach when
they provide their students with rubrics-scoring scales that clearly índicate
the criteria for quality work. Classroom teachers determine most criterlon-referenced standards, however, so variability from teacher to teacher is still a
major issue. The concerns arising from this problem are discussed in Chapter 2.
Self-referencing, which compares students with their own previous performance, can also provide valuable information.

lngredients
Teachers have included and mixed many ingredients to arrive at grades.
Student characteristics often used in the mix are achievement, ability, effort, attitude, behavior, participation, and attendance. These ingredients are included
because grades serve so many purposes. The result is that grades frequently
become almost meaningless for their main purpose-mmmunication. This is
clearly illustrated in Rick's Mysterious Falling Grade, a case that begins Chapter 3.
To provide effective communication, grades must be clearly understood by
the message senders (teachers and schools) and by the message receivers
(students, parents, college admissions officers, employers, etc.). "To develop this
shared understanding, there must be a consisten! and limited basis for what is
included in grades; instead of including everything, we must limit the variables
or valued attributes that are included in grades" (O'Connor, 1995, p. 94).
Frisbie and Waltman (1992) identify a large set of evaluation variables,
which include everything (or almos! everything) students do in the classroom
and the school. This large set of evaluation variables is reduced to a smaller
subset of reporting variables. The size of this subset depends on the type of
reporting to parents done by each school district. Care should be taken to

INTRODUCTION

ensure that the most highly valued variables are included. The last step is to
select a subset of the reporting variables as the grading variables. The grading
variables should be the "status indicators at the end of the learning experience"
(Frisbie& Waltman,1992, p. 38).
Guskey (1994) provides another approach to identifying the ingredients in
grades. He identifies progress criteria (for improvement scoring or learning
gain); process criteria (for work habits, attendance, participation. effort, and so
forth); and product criterla (for final exams, overall assessments, or other culminating demonstrations of learning).
Frisbie and Waltman's (1992) and Guskey's (1994) concepts are combined
in Figure 0.16. Figure 0.16 shows that in Frisbie and Waltman's terms,
Guskey's process and progress criteria are the reporting variables. and the product criteria are the grading variables. This combination identifies variables that
are separated for grading and reporting purposes. The interaction shown in
Figure 0.16. however, is rather simplistic, as sorne process variables may be
assessed over time as part of stated learning goals and, therefore, legitimately
may be considered as grading variables. Figure 0.17 illustrates this more complex and more realistic identification of grading and reporting variables. By definition, in standards-based systems, the content standards now define
achievement and should be the only grading variables.

Sources of Information
Teachers have many possible sources of information about student achievement. Teachers use a wide variety of assessment methods, but not al! sources of
information need be included in grades. They decide which sources of information to include based on the reliabllity and validity of the data and the purpose
of the assessment. Teachers make these declsions consciously and carefully.
Figure 0.16

Reporting and Grading Variables

ASSESSMENT VARIABLES
include

i'

REPORTING VARIABLES
( proceu criteria and progreu criteria)

,
'

and

GRADING VARIABLES

:
'

( product criteria)

'

SOURCE: Adapted with permisslon from K, O'Connor, HGutdelines for Grading That Support Learning and Student Success." NASSP
Bulletin, (May 1995): 91-101, National Assoclatlon of Secondary School Prlnclpals.
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Figure 0.17

Svm Total of Everything Students Do in School/Ciassroom

Sum Total of Everything Students Do in Schooi/Ciassroom
Select a Representative Sampling of What Students Do
Process

Product

Assessment of students using obseiVation over time
for
• leaming logs
example • joumals
• portfolios
• teacher otservations/anecdotal notes

Assessment tasks
•
for
example •
•
•

performances
presentations
tests/examinations
culminating
demonstrations

Attitude/Learning Skills/Effort
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.......

"

enjoys learning
questions/investigates
participates in class
worksindependen~y

completes assignments
completes researcll/ projects
cooperates with others
respects others
resolves conflicts
attends regularly, is punctual
reflects and sets goals
·--··-

Reporting Variables

(Desirable Behaviors)

ACHIEVEMENT

·--------·····

··-···

................

-

Report Card

SOURCE: Adapted with perm.i.sslon from the work of K. O'Connor and Damian Cooper. Assessment Consu1tant.
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Grading Variables

(Standards)

INTRODUCTION

What Evidence-All or Some?
Teachers tend to include everything that they score in student grades. The issue
to consider is whether all these data are necessary or appropriate. The amount of
data needed is only that whích enables confidence that any further information will
confrrm the previous judgment. Focus should be on the mostconsistent leve! of performance, especially toward the end of any learning (grading) period, because tWs
is the informa!ion that tells whether the learning goals have been met.

Number Crunching
The case studies demonstrate that numbers can be "crunched" in a variety
of ways. They also demonstrate that, depending on the distribution of student
scores and the method chosen, students can receive very different grades from
the same set of scores. Thus, the methods chosen and a number of other
aspects of number crunchlng, lncluding the weighting of the various components, are very importan! considerations in the determination of grades.

Assessment Quality and Record Keeping
Because there are many ingredients in grades, even if only achievement
information is used, teachers must ensure that the evidence comes from assessments that meet standards of quality. If, for example, assessment is not matched
appropriately to teaching, student achievement will be measured incorrectly,
and the evidence used to determine grades will be inaccurate.
Record keeping is also importan t. The complexity of learnlng goals requires
that teachers base grades on complete and accurately tabulated records-on
paper, on a computer, or both. It is not justifiable for data that go luto a grade to
come off the top of a teacher's head at the end of the grading period.

Student Understanding and Involvement
Frequently, students do not understand how the grades they receive are
determined. This occurs because either the grading procedures are not discussed with them or the procedures are too complicated to be understood. The
issue is how teachers may best ensure that students understand their grades. If
grades are to serve learning, students must understand and be involved in the
whole assessment process.

GUIDELINES FOR GRADING
Grading issues can be addressed in a varlety of ways. To avoid the misuse and
misinterpretation of grades, a set of gradlng guidelines that address the practica! concerns of teachers is needed.
Trumbull (2000) notes that a virtual revolution in assessment practices took
place in the 1990s but that grading practices evolved only slowly. Traditional
grading practices need to change so that grading aligns with standards and supports current assessment and evaluation philosophy and practices.
The grading guidelines in Figure 0.18 were developed with these principies in
mind. Sorne of them require radical changes in teacher practices, especially at the
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high school and college levels, and in school and district policies. The guidelines
are organized in approximate order of importance to the implementation of standards and to the support of student learning and success (although for thls latter
purpose, Guideline 8 is critica!). The order also relates to where most change from
traditional grading practices is needed-relatlvely few teachers using traditional
approaches to grading use Guidelines 1 through 6, whereas many (maybe most)
teachers already follow Guidelines 7 and 8. Each guideline stands on its own, but
they interconnect slgnificantly aud, together, make a coherent group.
The specific relationships between the grading issues identified and the
guldelines are shown in Figure 0.19. Each issue relates primarily to one guldeline. Sorne of the specific concerns that arise out of each issue also are listed.
This set of grading guidelines has been modified considerably from those
proposed by Gronlund and Linn (1990), but itis importan! to acknowledge that
their list was the startlng point. The guidelines are intended to provide practica!
guidance to teachers as they decide how to grade students' achievement-and
they can actually be used by teachers in their grade books or in setting up their
computer grading programs. Guidelines also should have school and/or distrlct
policy status, so that students and parents cau understand the grading practices used in their classrooms and so that they can expect grading practices to
be consisten! among all teachers in each school. Currently, teachers are "all
over the book"; these guidelines should at least get teachers in the same chapter and, eventually, on the same pagel
In Chapters 1 through 8. each guldeline is examined indlvidually in detall.

Figure 0.18

Guidelines for Grading in Standards-Based Systems
To Support learning
To Encourage Student Success

1. Relate grading procedures to learnlng goals (i.e., standards).
2. Use criterion-referenced performance standards as reference points to

determine grades.
3. Limit the valued attributes included in grades to individual achievement
4. Sample student performance-do not include all scores in grades.
5. Grade in pencil-keep records so they can be updated easily.
6. Crunch numbers carefully-if at all.
7. Use quality assessment(s) and properly recorded evidence of achievement
8. Discuss and involve students in assessment, including grading. throughout the
teaching/learning process.
A more detailed version of these guidelines can be found in Append1'x B:
Guidelines for Grading in Standards-Based Systems.
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Reflecting on ••. the Guidelines
• Whatis your initial reactlon to each of the guidellnes tor grading in Figure 0.181
Why?
• Think in terms ot what is positive, what ls a concern, and what ls just interesting.
' Llst your reflections for la ter reterence.

Figure 0.19

Guideline

Relationships Between Grading Guidelines and lssues/Concerns
lssue(s)

Concern(s)

1

BaJÍJ for grades
Assessment Methods or Learning Goals

which groupings-standards, strands?

2

Performance standard1
Norm or Criterion Referenced

how good is good enough7
levels or %7
to curve or not to curve (bell, that is)?

3

lngredients
Achievement, Behavior(s)

4

learning skills/work habits/effort
late assignments/extra credit
group grades/marks

Sources of information
Formative, Summative

how much data?
tests? quizzes7 homework7

Methods

variety: paper and pencil, performance
assessment, personal communication

5

Changing gradeJ

recent or all information

second- or multiple-opportunity assessment

6

Number crunching

method of calculation

Mean, Median, Mode

how many points on the scale?

role of professional judgment
effect of zeros/missed work

7

8

Quality
Record keeping

e.g., fairness-time on tests

Student understanding

clear criteria

management/tracking system(s)

how much student invo/vement?
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